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Block: 6” x 6” finished size

What You Need:-
Cream tonal, background fabric
Scraps of fabric, applique
6 ply stranded embroidery floss, I used Valdani 
#O512 chimney dust, #P5 tarnished gold, 
#P10 antique violet, #O575 crispy leaf, 
#O32 tealish blue, #O507 rich wine, 
#M91 black night, #O126 old cottage grey, 
#P8 old rose, #O511 black sea
Stitchery Stabilizer, optional
Apliquick rods, optional
Appliqué paper, optional
Fabric glue pen, optional
Roxanne’s Glue Baste-It, optional
Fine tipped fabric marking pen, 
I used a brown Pigma pen .01
Light box, optional
General sewing supplies

Transferring The Design:
Using a light source such as a lightbox or a window, with right side of stitchery fabric facing up centre the design under stitchery 
fabric. Trace the design onto the stitchery fabric using a suitable fine tipped fabric marking pen.

The Appliqué:
Using your favourite method of appliqué prepare the shapes that are going to be appliquéd. Depending on which type of appliqué you 
decide to do you may need to either add seam allowance to the shapes for traditional needle turn appliqué or for fusible web ap-
pliqué you will need to reverse the shapes.

I chose to use needle turn appliqué for my sample and to do this I used the revolutionary Apliquick™ rods and water soluble ap-
plique paper. I have a very nice tutorial page that includes how to use the Apliquick tools on my blog, so please take the time to visit 
http://lynetteandersondesigns.typepad.com/lynette_anderson_designs/tutorials.html 

Using the picture as a guide, position the appliqué shapes. To make this job easier I use my lightbox.  I place the pattern sheet onto 
the lightbox, then position the background fabric on top. You can usually see through the fabric well enough to position the appliqué 
shapes. 
Once you are happy with the positioning glue-baste or pin the appliqué shapes in place. 

*Tip: When using traditional appliqué, I use a basting glue to fix the shapes in position on the background. Roxanne’s Glue Baste It 
™ has a small tube through which tiny drops of glue emerge, allowing for fine placement of the glue. You could use pins but I don’t 
like the way the thread gets caught around the pins when I’m sewing the shapes into place.

Stitch the appliqué shapes in position using a blind hem stitch. I use thread that matches my background fabric so it doesn’t show.

If you are using a fusible stitchery stabilizer you will need to fuse it to the wrong side of the stitchery background fabric before 
the stitching is started.  By putting this on the back of your stitchery you will not get shadows from the threads on the back of 
your work. 

On close inspection of your fusible stitchery stabilizer you will see that it is shiny on one side, place the shiny side to the wrong 
side of your fabric. Following the manufacturer’s instructions bond fuse the stitchery stabilizer to wrong side of your fabric.

Stitches used are:
Backstitch (BS), satin stitch (SS), running stitch (RS), detached lazy daisy (DLD), cross stitch (CS), chain stitch (CHS) and French 
knots (FN). Numbers below correspond to Valdani 6 ply stranded embroidery floss. Use two strands of embroidery floss throughout 
this project except where stated otherwise.

*Note: the subtle variations within each skein of Valdani hand dyed floss is very beautiful. When I am working on small areas of 
embroidery to get a good variation of colour I like to cut 2 short (say 10”) lengths of floss, a) and b). Start your embroidery by 
working with 2 strands from a) then work with 2 strands from b). Keep alternating to get the effect you want.

#O512 chimney dust
Dogs inner legs (BS)
Patch on cats chest (SS)

#O126 old cottage grey
Cat outline (BS)

#P8 old rose
Petals on large daisies (SS)

This design is free, for your own personal use. 
* Not to be sold or used for commercial purposes.

Follow Lynette

shop online @ www.littlequiltstore.com.au



#P5 tarnished gold
Sun (start with a FN in centre then BS)
Sun’s rays (RS)
Dog tag (SS)
Birds beak (BS)
Centre large daisies (fill with BS)
Centre small flower in cats mouth (FN)
2nd band from top of the rainbow (CHS)

#P10 antique violet
Bottom band of the rainbow (CHS)

#O575 crispy leaf
Stems on large daisies (CHS)
Stem on flower in cats mouth (BS)
Leaves and veins on large daisies (BS)
Loose leaves around flower heads (DLD)
3rd band from top of the rainbow (CHS)

Once all the applique and embroidery has been completed 
gently press and then cut back to 6½” x 6½” square.

Enjoy

#M91 black night
5th band from the top of the 
rainbow
Leaves on flowers on grass (DLD)

#O511 black sea
Wording ‘Friendship’ (BS)
Musical notes (BS with FN)
Bird’s eye (FN)
Bird’s legs (BS)
Dogs eyebrows and mouth (BS)
Dogs nose (SS)
Dogs eye’s (FN)
Cats whiskers, single strand (BS)

#O32 tealish blue
Bird outline (BS)
Tail feather markings on bird (RS)
4th band from top of the rainbow (CHS)
Dogs collar (fill with BS)
Fringe on dogs blanket (BS)

#O507 rich wine 
Small daisy in cats mouth (DLD)
Top band of the rainbow (CHS)
- - - ‘s on top edge of hill (RS)
Dot flowers on the hill (FN)
Heart on bird’s chest (SS)
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Make sure your printer 
is set to print full size
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Print at 100% size, to fit a 6” finished block.

This stitchery design is free, for your own personal use.
*Not to be sold, or used for commercial purposes

Designed by Lynette Anderson, Lynette Anderson Designs


